Same Grodan Products,
Same Grodan Quality
We want to share some exciting news with you! Our Hugo blocks are now also being produced in our factory
in Milton, ON. Thanks to your loyalty and support of our products, we needed the added manufacturing to
ensure we were meeting your needs.
You may have noticed a few changes with the Grodan Hugo and Pargro Biggie products with the change.
Some blocks may appear to be a lighter color and the groove pattern on the bottom has changed. These are
still the high quality Grodan and Pargro products you know and love. So why the changes?
COLOR
You may have noticed that the new products are slightly different in color than the old products. This is
because the source basalt material is coming from a different quarry. Grodan and Pargro products are made
from basalt rock, the most abundant material in the Earth’s crust. The mineral content of basalt can vary from
one location to another, thus affecting the coloration of the finished product. The color has no effect on
performance of the material.
GROOVE PATTERN
The groove pattern on the bottom of the blocks has also changed from many smaller grooves and ridges to
fewer larger grooves and ridges. This is due to the upgrade in the machinery that produces the blocks at the
factory outside of Toronto, ON Canada. You will still see blocks with many smaller grooves and these blocks
are made in our factory in Holland.
LARGER BOX
The case count for Hugo and Biggie blocks has increased from 48 to 64. This is to increase the packaging
process effectiveness and reduce the cost of shipping our product. The 64-count boxes are configured to
completely fill a trailer. Under the old configuration, there would have been a lot of unused space within a truck
and we would have had to increase the cost of our products to cover the increased costs of shipping. This new
configuration allows us to keep the prices down for you.
QUALITY AND TESTING
Regardless of whether the products are made in Canada
or Holland, they are all held to the same strict quality
testing to which all Grodan products have always been
subjected. The quality standards and testing procedures
for all our factories are the same, ensuring you only
get the highest quality Grodan products available.

If you have any questions or concerns, please send an
email to info@grodan101.com and we will get back to
you as soon as possible. Happy Growing!

